Belle - Allison Duhamel
Beast - Braden Miles
Gaston - Michael David Stoddard
Lefou - John T. Lynes
Lumiere - Mark Gelsomini
Cogsworth - Victor Gennaro Sr.
Madame de la Grand Bouche - Vicki Etchings
Babette - Tania Saunders
Mrs. Potts - Melody Funk
Chip - Jacob DeBow
Maurice - Richard Moses
Monsieur D'Arque - Tim Keefe
Silly Girls - Ariana Casasanto, Alyssa Dumas, Thato Ramaobi, Colleen Rowland, Kathleen Sexton, Emily Snidman
Baker - Alex Ray
Bookseller - Doug Smith
Aristocratic Lady - Courtney Rhorer
Lady with Cane - Lisa Lovett
Lady with Babies - Pat Jansen
Milkmaid - Katie Rondeau
Hatseller - Kai de Mello-Folsom
Fish Man - Christopher Covill
Egg Man - Jeremy Zglobicki
Candle Man - Kyle Trumble
Shepherd Boy - Alexander Browne
Sausage Curl Girl - Britanny Irish
Wolves - Kai de Mello-Folsom, Ashley Grace, Annie D'Elia, Hannah Crowell, Alicia Garside, Marc Gonzalez, Jeremy Zglobicki, Hannah Ingerson
Cronies (w/lines) - John Burnett, Victor Gennaro, Jr., Curtis Jackson, Kyle Trumble
Male Villager (soloist in "Mob Song") - Chris Covill
Female Villager (soloist in "Mob Song") - Jenna Wigman

Ensemble: An additional audition will be held to determine Featured Dancers in several scenes and villagers in "Mob Song."

Male Ensemble:
Matt Blaker, Daryl Browne, John Burnett, Kai deMello-Folsom, Victor Gennaro, Jr., Sum Getty, Curtis Jackson, Ryan McCall, Alex Ray, Hsin "Sho" Chong, Doug Smith, Kyle Trumble, Jeremy Zglobicki

Female Ensemble:
Deb Base, Raina Chong, Laura Cole, Alicia Garside, Ashley Grace, Kathleen Hill, Pat Jansen, Elaine Konural, Lisa Lovett, Courtney Rhorer, Rebecca Rudolf, Aja Rule, Katie Rondeau, Jenna Wigman, Alyssa K. Willey

Ensemble Children:

*All children will be “Enchanted Objects.”
**These children will be villagers as well in opening.
***These children will be wolves as well.

ETC understands that all PSU Theatre Majors will also be auditioning for “Trojan Women” and expects that there will be some Theatre majors who may need to drop out of ETC after Theatre Department audits are completed so we have cast numbers accordingly.

ETC highly supports and endorses the important work of the PSU Theatre Department and respects those choices.
All that we ask is that you please email Trish at plindber@plymouth.edu if you decide not to participate with ETC this January.

**Costume Fittings!**
November 27th and 28th from 5PM - 8PM in the Conference Room (ground floor) of Silver Center for the Arts.